WWW.ALPINELAKE.COM
(304) 789-2481
GOLFCOURSE

Welcome to Alpine Lake Resort!
Please take a few moments to read through the enclosed information packet as it applies to your
group. This packet includes information that will guarantee an enjoyable stay and even more
successful golf outing.
We ask that you note our policies on alcoholic beverages, player registration, replay rounds,
cart usage and other changes that could be different from previous years. Feel free to share this
information with your players before you arrive for your golf outing. The Player Assistance Team
will be available to make sure you enjoy your time with us!

Sincerely,

Tom Hawkins
ALPINE LAKE RESORT
GOLF DIRECTOR

700 WEST ALPINE DRIVE, TERRA ALTA, WV 26764

GOLF GROUP RATES
ONE-DAY TOURNAMENT RATE
Shotgun start included and course will be closed until event ends.
Minimum number of players for a ONE day tournament: 40 players
If tournament will include less than 40 players, options & schedule can be discussed with
the Golf Director. Limited options available for smaller groups.
All food and beverage prices must be negotiated through Alpine Lake Resort.

Tournaments of 40-60 players

$30.00 per player

Tournaments of 60 players or more $25.00 per player

STAY & PLAY GOLF GROUPS
Must be staying in Alpine Lake Hotel.
Players should make tee times for group in advance.
Modified starts possible with advance notice & planning through Golf Director.
Golf Groups: Pricing is per player, per day. $15.00 replay per player

Number of Players

Weekday

Weekend

12 or less

Regular Rate

$40.00

13-24

$30.00

$33.00

25-39

$25.00

$30.00

40 or more

$23.00

$25.00

Golf Group Guidelines
NO OUTSIDE ALCOHOL CAN BE BROUGHT ON THE GOLF COURSE BY ANY GROUP. ALL
ALCOHOL ON THE COURSE MUST BE PURCHASED THROUGH THE GOLF SHOP.
This is West Virginia State Law and violation of this law will jeopardize our liquor license. We are willing to
negotiate a pricing for your group, but we cannot allow outside liquor to be brought on the course.
1. Alpine Lake Golf Course is a semi-private golf facility. Alpine Lake has a Property Owner Membership
along with Public Membership. Alpine Lake has a maintenance schedule that it must maintain for the
Members as well as the Public and visiting golf groups. This schedule will be strictly followed for
everyone’s playing pleasure and a quality golf facility.
2. Golf carts are for golf privileges on the golf course. They may be taken to the motel parking lot or public
parking areas to load and unload golf equipment. They are not to be parked in the parking lots, nor are
they meant for personal transportation on Alpine Lake Resort properties. If they are not being used for
GOLF, they should be brought to the CART RETURN area.
3. USGA Rules govern all play. Alpine Lake Golf Course has local rules governing play for certain
conditions. The Golf Coordinator should make sure members of his group are aware of these local rules.
A separate rule sheet will be made available in this GUIDELINE PACKET for the Coordinator and his
players. Proper golf etiquette is expected at all times from all persons on the Alpine Lake Golf Course.
4. Proper golf attire is expected from all players and others on the course.
5. Each player must have his own golf equipment or rent equipment from the golf shop. No sharing of clubs
within the foursome.
6. Five-somes will be permitted (in some instances) but the Starter will reserve the right to assign the
placement of this grouping.
7. Golf Group Coordinator will supply a list of players to the golf shop for his/her group.
8. The golf coordinator will make sure his players check in for each round with the golf shop BEFORE
teeing off. Each player will have a PLAYER CARD that will be punched for each round played.
9. Unless specified by contract for the group, REPLAY ROUNDS must be paid for in the golf shop BEFORE
play can begin. Replay rounds of 9 or 18 MUST be approved by the golf shop and within the limitations
of completion by darkness. Replay groups are still governed by the general rules of the golf course as to
etiquette, dress code, cart rules for the day, etc.
10. Use of the driving range is available, but must be contracted at the time of the booking.
11. Any and all other conditions are set forth by the contract of this golf group and Alpine Lake Resort Golf
Director and/or Marketing Manager. The golf group is expected to abide by the conditions set forth in
the contract signed for this specific outing. No other conditions or definitions will be honored unless
approved by the GOLF DIRECTOR and the Outing Coordinator.

Local Course Rules
The USGA Rules of Golf govern play on the Alpine Lake Golf Course for all daily normal
play, as well as golf tournaments and golf outings. These rules apply except in special
circumstances that are exceptional to the golf course at Alpine Lake. The following rules are
to be followed for these exceptions.
1. All Holes: Paved roads and parking lots (1-stroke penalty). Any ball on or across any paved
roadway or parking lot is deemed to be out of bounds. Stroke and distance ball must be
replayed as near as possible from where it was originally hit (1-stroke penalty)
2. All holes: Bare ground, rocks (no penalty). Due to sparse grass and/or rocky conditions, a
player may, after discussion with his playing partners or opponent, without penalty take a
one club length relief, not closer to the hole, from this condition. The integrity of the lie MUST
be maintained...I.E. Relief. Applies to holes, but NOT exclusive on #2, 5, 7, 9, 15, 16, and
17.
3. Hole #10 & #15 Drop Areas (1-stroke penalty). #10 Tee shot in water. Player MAY option
to use the drop zone instead of re-teeing...(1-stroke penalty). #15 Tee shot in lateral hazard,
either side, player may option to use the drop area at base of the hill instead of re-teeing (1stroke penalty).
4. Hole #11 Water hazard and lateral hazard (1-stroke penalty). Tee shot is to be played as a
water hazard with those options. Tee shot clearing the water and making contact with the
bank may be played under the lateral hazard. Fairway shots in the water are to be played
as lateral hazards.

